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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 06th May 2021

R1 - PINJARRA | 12:47 | AUD $20,000 |  PROFESSIONALS ROCKINGHAM MDN

88 SPICED DELIGHT
Three-year-old lly who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of her career runs to date. One
of the favourites here.

1111 LADY FACYNIATE
Strong trial win on 27-Apr-21 at Belmont Park. That performance puts her in good stead here.
Inside barrier will assist chances. Trial form seems strong for this. Top chance.

77 BLUE EYED GIRL
Resumed at Ascot over 1100m and missed the frame, nishing fth and beaten 3 lengths.
Further improved and expected to do much better here.

66 BETOKEN
Finished mid eld but beaten only 2 lengths when sixth over 1116m at Bunbury. Rates highly here
and is right in the mix again.

99 CRYPTO QUEEN
3yo lly who is making her debut here. Had three trials leading in to this. Latest trial at Lark Hill
when third over 950m. Chance for the minors.

R2 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 13:05 | AUD $35,000 |  STEPHEN PARR (BM64)

11 BORN A WARRIOR
Finished mid eld but beaten only a long neck when fourth over 1200m at Canterbury. Rates
highly here and is right in the mix again.

77 MEMBERS ONLY
Broke through for maiden success over 1400m two back at Newcastle then missed last time at
Gosford when failed to finish. Has ability and rates highly.

1212 AUBURN BOY
Just missed out when beaten 0.7 lengths fourth at Nowra over 1400m last start. Winning
chance.

1010 VANDERLAND
Lightly raced gelding and tracking well. Last time recorded a 4.5 lengths eighth over 1200m at
this track. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

88 SAVVY LEGEND
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at Newcastle over 1500m, and faces a rise in
class this start. Can run into a place.

R3 - PINJARRA | 13:27 | AUD $20,000 |  BOWRA/O'DEA FUNERAL DIRECT MDN

88 MISS EUGEN
Trialled well and then made a solid debut at Ascot over 1000m. Should have taken valuable race
experience from the outing. Well drawn and is expected to be in the finish.

77 SOCKOFF
Missed the frame when resuming from a spell when a 3.5 lengths fth at Ascot. Rates highly and
is among the leading hopes here second-up. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

66 TSZYU
Unraced 2yo gelding who has trialled twice. Impressive trial win on 06-Apr-21 at Lark Hill over
400m. Can improve on trial form and break though for debut win.

11 GROUND BRAKER
Good debut effort that has proven handy. Flopped prior to a spell. Has plenty going for him and
rates a winning chance.

1212 NUTWOOD
2yo lly who is making her debut here. Had three trials leading in to this. Latest trial at Belmont
Park when second over 1000m. Forward showing expected.

R4 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 13:45 | AUD $35,000 |  GARY SHEEHY (BM64)

33 CHAPELIS
Won by a comfortable margin last start in easier company at Scone. This talented mare goes
well at this distance, and will handle the class jump here. Another win likely.

88 NIKAU
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at this track over 1300m, and faces a rise in
class this start. Can continue form this start.

22 BUBA
Mare resumes here after an over ve months break. Resumes here following a 1030m barrier trial
at Rosehill on April 27. Has won rst up previously. Will appreciate the 3kg claim for apprentice
rider.

77 KIBOSH
Dual acceptor. Consistent galloper tter for two runs from a spell, the latest when half a length
win over 1200m at Canberra. Rates well here and expected to be much improved.

1212 PERFECT PITCH
Consistent mare but hasn’t won since last year. Put the writing on the wall though last time at
Canberra when second and beaten a long neck. Overdue and looks one of the leading chances.
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R5 - PINJARRA | 14:07 | AUD $20,000 |  TUCKEYS HARDWARE PINJARRA MDN

66 TREASURED PRIZE
Resumes here after a ve month spell and a 950m Lark Hill barrier trial where she won. Form last
campaign was excellent and a forward showing is to be expected.

11 TREVERN
Could manage only mid eld last time when fth at Pinjarra Scarpside over 1000. Less weight
this time as he tackles a longer journey as well. Rates well and looks one of the chances.

22 COUNT GRUNDY
Progressive gelding resuming today after two runs in his rst campaign, the latest nishing third
was well-supported at Bunbury. Sure to have improved and looks well placed.

88 CHICK FLIX Been close at both her two starts in this time. Ready to improve now. Rates highly.

55 VICINITY
Missed the frame when resuming from a spell when a 3.5 lengths fourth at Pinjarra Scarpside.
Rates well and expected to do much better with the run under her belt.

R6 - KEMBLA GRANGE | 14:25 | AUD $35,000 |  STEPHEN COLEMAN (BM68)

11 MOMACK
Racing well in its 10 career starts. Last start posted a 1.3 lengths second over 1600m at Gosford.
Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

66 TAMPERING
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start nishing fth over 1550m at Randwick
Kensington. Has the ability and is worth another chance.

1212 DEVIL DAN
Dual acceptor. Just missed out when beaten 0.9 lengths fth at Nowra over 1400m in most
recent effort. Winning chance.

77 CALGARY KING
Made all second up and came away with a win at this track over 1400m on April 24. Proven to be
race fit now. Expect another forward showing today.

99 ROCKAROSA
Consistently outside the placings of late, latest was fth beaten by 2 lengths over 1400m at this
track. Expecting improvement.

R7 - PINJARRA | 14:42 | AUD $20,000 |  BELLES PARK TRAINING MDN

44 GARAGE DAYS
Has been closing in on a win, hitting the frame for the rst time latest at Pinjarra Scarpside. Has
upside and expected to go close on last run.

1111 STAR STORM
Has been closing in on a win, hitting the frame for the rst time latest at Ascot. Heading in the
right direction and looks hard to beat on latest.

77 YAWARDA
Caught the eye winning a barrier trial easily at Lark Hill over 1450m on 19-Apr-21. Looks the
goods here.

1212 BARONOVA
Looked a run short when a 4 length fourth at Pinjarra Scarpside resuming last start. Fitter again
and looks set to improve sharply.

1313 CHAD'S ME DAD
Trialled well enough prior to showing potential at debut effort at Pinjarra Scarpside over 1000m
on April 25. If she can improve on that effort she will be the one to beat.

R8 - PINJARRA | 15:22 | AUD $25,000 |  DE ROSA HIGHWAY MOTORS HCP-C3

33 TREAT YO SELF
Consistent galloper tter for two runs from a spell, the latest when 2 lengths win over 1800m at
Ascot. Good record overall and is a definite winning chance.

22 TOP TRADE
Led all the way last start and came away with a win at Pinjarra Scarpside over 2200m on April
25. Proven to be race fit now. Expect another forward showing today.

44 ADMIRED
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at Narrogin over 1720m, and faces a rise in
class this start. Looking well suited this start.

11 CREZEE
Just the one win to his name but looks to possess plenty of talent. Went well last start at his
home track running second over 2200m. Looks like an improving type and expect a bold
showing.

55 UNENDING
Was below her best last time nishing seventh and beaten 6 lengths at Ascot. Can bounce back
today and rates an each way chance on best form.
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R9 - PINJARRA | 16:02 | AUD $32,000 |  SKY RACING.TV PROVINCIAL (C5)

22 REWRITE THE STARS
Keeps improving with each run this campaign. Good last start as favourite when second at
Narrogin and is capable of improving further still here. Strong hope.

66 NOBLE REFLECTION
Not disgraced in small elds of late and racing very genuinely at present. Last start ran second
when in the market at Ascot over 1000m and looking for this distance now. Good chance on
best.

11 SIR MAMBO
Consistent gelding but hasn’t won since last year. Put the writing on the wall though last time at
Ascot when third and beaten 1.4 lengths. Rates highly and expected to run well again.

77 SUNNYSILK
Lightly raced lly and tracking well. Last time recorded a neck victory over 1000m at Ascot. Rates
highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

55 FOO TROUBLE
Course and distance winner who last start nished third, beaten 1.5 lengths, over 1190m at
Narrogin. Has ability and shouldn’t be far away.

R10 - PINJARRA | 16:40 | AUD $25,000 |  INTEGRA INSURANCE BROKERS (C1)

88 STRAWBERRY MIST
Ran a much improved race last time to score maiden success over 1600m at Pinjarra Scarpside.
Shoulders more weight this time but looks set to go close again.

77 SOVIET SPY
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at Albany over 1500m, and faces a rise in
class this start. Looking well suited this start.

11 AL MAHALO
Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing second over 1500m at Pinjarra
Scarpside last time. Racing well and should prove hard to beat again.

44 TRADEM' IN
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start second over
1400m at Ascot. Racing well and expected to go close again.

55 TICK ALONG
Is overdue for a win with three placings from six runs this campaign but did race a little below
best last time when midfield at Ascot. Hasn't been far away and looks a place hope.


